Astroglia-induced detachment of central neurons but astroglia-dependent growth of peripheral neurons in rat embryonic spinal cord primary cultures.
In mixed primary cultures, intrinsic neurons from embryonic mammalian brains degenerate secondary to their detachment from the substratum and this is caused by the under-growing co-cultured astroglia. In the present study we sought to find out whether or not peripheral neurons, sensory and motor neurons which reside and/or only project outside the CNS respectively, interact with astroglia similarly as their central counterparts do. Mixed primary cultures prepared from dissociated embryonic rat spinal cord and dorsal root ganglia were examined by phase and immunofluorescence microscopy after labeling with antibodies to neurofilaments (neuronal markers) and to glial fibrillary acidic protein and vimentin (astroglia markers). Acetylcholinesterase staining served as a marker for motor neurons. In this system astroglia grew exclusively under intrinsic neurons of the spinal cord and with time (about 8 days) all these neurons detached and disappeared. In contrast, astroglia were intimately associated with perikarya of peripheral neurons, sometimes growing over them. Furthermore, the neuritic processes of these neurons were attached to the undergrowing astroglia. Central neurons could be rescued by treatment of cultures with the antimitotic drug cytosine arabinoside which led to the elimination of astroglia. However, this treatment resulted in death of all peripheral neurons. We conclude: (1) survival of intrinsic CNS neurons in culture is independent of astroglia; (2) astroglia are responsible for the detachment of these neurons from their growth substratum; (3) survival of peripheral sensory and motoneurons is dependent on co-cultured astroglia and (4) the differences in neuron-astroglia interactions between central and peripheral neurons are membrane-associated and probably independent of soluble factors.